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1. Introduction
Software fault tree analysis (SFTA) [1] is widely used
for analyzing software requiring high-reliability. In
SFTA, experts predict failures of system through HAZOP (Hazard and Operability study) or FMEA (Failure
Mode and Effects Analysis) and draw software fault
trees about the failures. Quality and cost of the software
fault tree, therefore, depend on knowledge and experience of the experts. This paper proposes a CASE tool
NuFTA in order to assist experts of safety analysis. The
NuFTA automatically generate software fault trees from
NuSCR formal requirements specification [2]. NuSCR
is a formal specification language used for specifying
software requirements of KNICS RPS (Reactor Protection System) in Korea. We used the SFTA templates
proposed by [3] in order to generate SFTA automatically. The NuFTA also generates logical formulae summarizing the failure’s cause, and we have a plan to use the
formulae usefully through formal verification techniques.

NuSCR has three types of nodes within FODs, as depicted in the legend in Figure 1.They all have own
SFTA templates and associated algorithm for generating them respectively.
2.2 NuSCR SFTA Templates
The SFTA method [3] for NuSCR suggests 3 types
SFTA templates corresponding three NuSCR nodes. In
figure 2, the top event indicates a failure (the ‘output’ is
equal to the ‘value’) and the branches outgoing from the
OR-gate denote conditions generating the ‘value’. The
left two branches represent the cases which the value
causing the top failure is the same as the right hand side
of action statement, and shared/included by, respectively. The rightmost branch describes that the relationship
between them cannot be decided. The templates for
history variable and timed-history variable nodes have
one additional branch in order to analyze state-related
conditions. [3] suggests an extended FSM in order to
unfold the states and value information, and we modified and developed the algorithm of constructing extended FSMs.

2. Background
function variable node
output = value

2.1 NuSCR
NuSCR [2] is a formal software requirements specification method for digital nuclear plants protection systems. Figure 1 depicts a simplified example of FOD
(Function Overview Diagram) for the KNICS RPS BP
(Bistable Processor). FOD is one of basic constructs of
NuSCR. SFTA for NuSCR specifications using NuFTA
starts when a failure node is defined in the FOD. In the
SFTA of RPS, a failure may be the case which makes
the system stop (shutdown: “th_Trip =1”) abnormally.
The “th_Trip” node in Figure 1 becomes a failure node
for the SFTA.
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Fig. 2. The SFTA template for function variable node
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Fig. 1. A simplified example of NuSCR FOD

We developed the NuFTA (ver. 0.8) in Java. It automatically generates a software fault tree from the requirements specification for KNICS RPS BP written in
NuSCR formal specification method. It receives an
NuSCR specification in XML from NuSRS (ver 2.0) [4],
generates a software fault tree and store it in XML. It
also produces a logic formula summarizing the software
fault tree. The SFTA procedure using the NuFTA is
summarized as follows:
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①

②
③

④
⑤

The NuFTA reads a NuSCR specification and
checks all contents for guaranteeing integrity of
the specification
The NuFTA identifies one node which generates
the failure case as its output.
As shown figure 3, the NuFTA finds causes of
output by tracing back FOD to the node’s input
and extends software fault tree with corresponding NuSCR FTA templates. The NuFTA defines
values of input variable nodes as basic events,
states as undeveloped events.
Until all leaf nodes are basic events or undeveloped events, continue on step 3.
The NuFTA generates logical formula from
software fault tree using the method [5] which
interprets software fault tree to logical formula.
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Fig 3. A screen-dump of the NuFTA (ver 0.8)

4. Conclusion and Future Work
The paper suggested a CASE tool NuFTA, an assistant
for generating software fault trees from NuSCR formal
requirement specification. It can decrease time spent for
constructing software fault trees manually and reduce
cost for analyzing using it. We are currently focusing on
integrating the NuFTA into the software verification
and validation framework we proposed in [4].
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